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LANL Vulnerability Assessment Team
Physical Security
• consulting
• cargo security
• tamper detection
• training & curricula
• nuclear safeguards
• new tags, seals, & traps
• vulnerability assessments
• novel security approaches
• security psychological issues
The VAT has done detailed
vulnerability assessments on
hundreds of different security
devices, systems, & programs.

The greatest of faults, I should say,
is to be conscious of none.
-- Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881)
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History of Snake Oil
Ancient World: medicines made from
snakes are believed to have curative powers.
1880: John Greer’s snake oil cure-all.
1893: Clark Stanley (“The Rattlesnake King”)
sells his Snake Oil Liniment at the World’s
Columbian Exhibition in Chicago. A big hit.
Contained mineral oil, camphor, turpentine,
beef fat, and chile powder…but no snake
extract!
Today: A product is called “snake oil” if it is
fake, shoddy, or severely over-hyped.

Topics











high-tech ≠ high security
inventory ≠ security
RFIDs & CMBs
counterfeiting & backdoor attacks
tags, seals, & tamper-evident packaging
access control devices & biometrics
data encryption/authentication
polygraphs
“security in depth”
Adversarial Vulnerability Assessments
Technology: No place for wimps!
-- Scott Adams
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Warning
The more sophisticated the technology, the more vulnerable
it is to primitive attack. People often overlook the obvious.
-- Dr. Who in The Pirate Planet (1978)

High-tech does not
guarantee high security!

The badness of a movie is directly proportional to
the number of helicopters in it.
-- Dave Barry

Why High-Tech Devices & Systems Are
Usually Vulnerable To Simple Attacks







Still must be physically coupled to the real world
Still depend on the loyalty & effectiveness of user’s
personnel
The increased standoff distance decreases the
user’s attention to detail



Technology is a 2-edged sword



Many more legs to attack
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Why High-Tech Devices & Systems Are
Usually Vulnerable To Simple Attacks (con’t)









The high-tech features often fail to address
the critical vulnerability issues
Users don’t understand the technology
Developers & users have the wrong
expertise and focus on the wrong issues
The “Titanic Effect”: high-tech arrogance

Security Technology Maxims
1. High-Tech Maxim: The amount of careful,
critical security thinking that has gone into a
given security device, system, or program is
inversely proportional to the amount of hightechnology used in it.
2. Low-Tech Maxim: Low-tech attacks are
sufficient (even against high-tech security).
If you think technology can solve your security problems, then you don't understand
the problems and you don't understand the technology.
-- Bruce Schneier
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Warning

Inventory is often
confused with security.

Not everything that can be counted counts, and not
everything that counts can be counted.
-- Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

Inventory

• Counting and locating our stuff, when there
is no nefarious adversary to worry about.
• Will detect innocent errors by insiders,
but not surreptitious attacks by insiders or
outsiders.
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Security
• Specifically meant to counter nefarious
adversaries, typically both insiders & outsiders.
• Counting & locating our stuff can still be security,
but only if it is specifically designed to detect theft
and spoofing attempts.
• MC&A (if done correctly) is thus
security, not inventory, which it
superficially resembles.

Inventory vs. Security
• Security must be designed in from the start.

It does not happen by accident. It usually can’t be
slapped on as an afterthought.
• An inventory system has nothing to tell us about
theft because it does not significantly protect itself
from spoofing!
• Warning -- Watch out for mission creep:
Inventory devices & systems that incorrectly come
to be viewed as providing security.
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Examples of confusing Inventory &
Security, High-Tech & High-Security

• rf tags (RFIDs)
• contact memory buttons
• GPS
Usually easy to:
* lift
* counterfeit
* spoof the reader

Very easy to spoof,
not just jam!

Terminology
tag: an applied or intrinsic feature that uniquely
identifies an object or container.
types of tags
inventory tag (no malicious adversary)
security tag (counterfeiting & lifting are issues)
buddy tag or token (only counterfeiting is an issue)
anti-counterfeiting tag (only counterfeiting is an issue)

lifting: removing a tag from one object or container
and placing it on another, without being detected.
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RFIDs: Radiofrequency
Identification Devices (Tags)
• RFIDs transmit serial numbers using radio waves.
• Most RFIDs do not use batteries (passive), though some do
(active). Some are even “semi-passive.”
• Passive RFIDs draw power from a rf pulse generated by the
reader.
• The most common frequencies: low (125 KHz), high (13.56
MHz), ultra-high (900 MHz), and microwave (2.45 GHz).

RFIDs are useful for inventory purposes!

RFIDs
• RFIDs cost from $0.15 to > $100
• Estimated sales of $2.8 Billion by 2009
• Many RFID applications are covered by public standards
(ISO) to make them more “universal” (and inadvertently
easier to attack).
• ISO14443: passports, proximity cards
ISO10374: freight containers
ISO15693: unique ID, vicinity cards
ISO18000: RFID item management
There is a huge danger to customers using this
(RFID) technology, if they don't think about security.
-- Lukas Grunwald (creator of RFDump)
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Some RFID applications
• Animal ID
• Supply chain
management
• Baggage handling
• Fleet tracking
• Manufacturing line
tracking
• Car inventory tracking
• Library scanners
• Parcel & Post
• Personnel tracking

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parking lot access control
Automatic toll booths
Gasoline stations
Access control
Child tracking
Pharmaceutical anticounterfeiting (track & trace)
Passports
Banknotes
Tamper-Indicating Seals
Pallet tagging
Inventory control

RFIDs: problematic for security
• Easy to lift.
• Easy to jam or block signals (Denial of Service).
• Easy to counterfeit. All needed information, software, &
parts needed are readily available.
• Easy to eavesdrop on a RFID and record its signal. Free
software and information are on the Internet.
• Easy to spoof or tamper with the reader. No access to the
RFID itself is needed.

Our first attempt at attacking RFIDs: Starting with zero
knowledge, it took 2 weeks, and < $20 in parts to demo
5 different successful defeats.
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RFID Counterfeiting Devices
Commercial: Used for “faking RFID tags”, “reader development.”
Commercial: $20 retail, Cloner.

Hobbyist: RFID Skimmer, Sniffer, Spoofer, Cloner.

What about cryptographic RFIDs?
• Used in Vehicle Immobilizers, Electronic Payment,
and other high importance systems.
• Typically weak or non-existent physical tamper
detection capabilities.
• People have also defeated them other ways:
http://rfidanalysis.org/DSTbreak.pdf
http://rfidanalysis.org/#signifigance
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/14.05/rfid.html

http://www.eetimes.com/news/latest/showArticle.jhtml;jsessionid=E4UP4JUJB3I4UQSND
BESKHA?articleID=180201688

It's basically a bar code that barks.
-- Robin Koh, MIT Auto-ID Lab
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Attacks on RFID Readers
Fool the reader with rf signals from a distance
or
Tamper with the reader. (3-20 secs)
or
Palm the handheld reader & replace it with a fake.
(3 secs)

Why it’s not surprising that RFIDs
can be easily spoofed or counterfeited

• RFID manufacturers don’t work in the security field.
• RFIDs have little or no security built in.
• Most true security devices are easy to spoof or counterfeit.
-

IDs
seals
biometrics
access control devices
product anti-counterfeiting tags
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Why it’s not surprising that RFIDs
can be easily spoofed or counterfeited (con’t)

• Counterfeiting is very successful in other fields:
+
+
+
+

art forgeries
sports memorabilia
fake antiquities & antiques
counterfeit certificates of “authenticity”

• An adversary doesn’t really need to counterfeit,
just mimic.
• RF is flakey

Why it’s not surprising that RFIDs
can be easily spoofed or counterfeited (con’t)
• RFIDs and Readers are inexpensive & readily
available for cannibalizing. (High-tech cuts both ways).
• RFID manufacturers are eager to provide technical
support, free samples, and cheap evaluation kits.
• RF has been around for years & is now widely used in
many applications, including by home hobbyists for
robotics and home automation.

• (Passive short-range RFIDs aren’t really RF devices.)
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Contact Memory Buttons
• Requires direct contact for communications.
• Most are passive, though some use batteries.
• Passive versions draw power from the reader.
• Extremely rugged metal enclosure protects circuitry from
damage (but not tampering).
• A variety of different devices available (real time clocks,
temperature sensors, and cryptographic devices).

CMBs are useful for inventory purposes!

Contact Memory Button Applications

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Animal tracking
Medical bracelets
Utility pole tracking
Portable database
Waste profile storage
Property tags
Chain of custody
E-Keys

• Maintenance records
• Security guard tracking
• Time & attendance
tracking
• Tamper-indicating seals
• Electronic ballots
• Electronic locks
• Electronic safes
• Deposit boxes
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Others know how to do this, too:

Translation:
Imitator of keys iButton (continuation)
The diagram of imitator is simple - you will compare with the imitator, described in the division the
"projects" of zelenogradskoy firm "teles-system". In the minimum version contains only two details controller PIC12C508 and the tantalum capacitor with a capacity of 6,8 F. Resistor into several hundred k
is drawn by pencil on the pay. Microchip'ovskie controllers have excellently reliable discharge,
nevertheless resistor is necessary for the discharge of capacity and determines the time, in which the
imitator will be again operational. With the value indicated the time composes tens of milliseconds and it
is not distinguished for the user (it seems that it operates immediately). Controller works in the regime of
internal discharge without the external elements, and with the internal generator with a frequency of
about 4 MHz.

Briefly about the algorithm of the work
With the contact by the imitator of contact device the capacitor is charged from it to the operating stress, after
which the initialization of controller occurs, and then it passes into regime SLEEP with the small energy
consumption in the expectation of demand from the controller of the lock, on arrival of which it is
included and analyzes the command of demand. If these are command "Read ROM" - 33H, imitator in
accordance with the algorithm of tire y-.Shire, it transfers series number and check sum, after which
again it falls into the hibernation with the booster charge of capacitor, ozhidayuchi of the arrival of
sequential demand.
Construction
But this is printed-circuit board. The outer diameter of 17 mm. with the production adhere to the sizes,
indicated for DS1990A (or simply measure small key). The tantalum capacitor of standard size A or B,
and next to it still is a place for installation SMD- resistor, although, as 4 already he said, it is possible…
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Full details of some CMBs
are disclosed in patents…

CMBs: problematic for security

• Easy to lift.
• Easy to counterfeit. All needed information,
software, & parts are readily available.
• Easy to tamper with the reader. No access
to the tag itself is needed.
Our first attempt at counterfeiting: Starting with zero
knowledge, a working counterfeit was developed in 2 hours.
(The first hour was for reading about how the device worked.)
The counterfeit costs less & worked better than the original!
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Lifting
• Contact memory and RFID devices are
typically affixed to a surface using adhesives,
epoxies, brazing, or fasteners.
• There are many techniques to remove (“lift”)
these devices from an object or container
without being detected.
• After the tag is removed, the adversary can:






Place a false tag on a legitimate container.
Take the legitimate tag home to clone/counterfeit.
Steal the container without setting off any alarms.
Place the legitimate tag on a counterfeit container.
Swap legitimate tags on legitimate containers to cause
confusion.

GPS: Another classic example of confusing
Inventory & Security, High-Tech & High-Security

•

The private sector, foreigners, and 90+% of the federal
government must use the civilian GPS satellite signals.

•

These are unencrypted and unauthenticated.

•

They were never meant for critical or security applications,
yet GPS is being used that way!
If you put tomfoolery into a computer, nothing comes out of it but
tomfoolery. But this tomfoolery, having passed through a very expensive
machine, is somehow ennobled and no-one dares criticize it.
-- Pierre Gallois
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Attacking GPS Receivers
Blocking: just break off the antenna, or shield it with
metal; not surreptitious.
Jamming: easy to build a noisy rf transmitter from
plans on the Internet; not surreptitious.
Spoofing: surreptitious & (as we’ve demonstrated)
surprisingly easy for even unsophisticated
adversaries using widely available GPS
satellite simulators.
Physical attacks: appear to be easy, too.

Spoofing Civilian GPS Receivers

• Easy to do with widely available GPS satellite
simulators.
• These can be purchased, rented, or stolen.
• Not export controlled.
• Many are surprisingly user friendly.
Little expertise is needed in electronics,
computers, rf, or GPS to use them.
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GPS Cargo Tracking
GPS Satellite
Tracking Information
Sent to HQ
(perhaps encrypted/authenticated)

GPS
Signal
GPS is great for
navigation, but it
does not provide
high security.

(vulnerable here)

Time Vulnerabilities
• Many national networks (computer,
utility, financial, & telecommunications)
get their critical time synchronization signals
from GPS. They are somewhat prepared
for jamming, but not for spoofing, which is
easy and could cause them to crash.
• An alternate time standard (NIST atomic
clock) is also not authenticated or encrypted.
You mean now?
-- Yogi Berra when asked the time of day
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Spoofing Countermeasures
Look (in hardware or software) for artificial characteristics
of GPS satellite simulator signals (or pre-recorded real
GPS signals):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

wrong time
suspiciously low noise
excessive signal strength
artificial spacing of signals
no time variation in signal strength
all satellites have the same signal strength
do a sanity check (e.g., no 10g accelerations)

Warning: Counterfeiting
• Usually easier than developers, vendors,
is everything. If you can
& manufacturers claim. Sincerity
fake that, you’ve got it made.
-- George Burns (1885-1996)

• Often overlooked: The bad guys usually
only needed to mimic the superficial
appearance and maybe the apparent
performance of the security device, not
the device itself. Everything is what is is, and not another thing.
-- Bishop Joseph Butler (1692-1752)
Nothing is like it seems, but everything is exactly like it is. -- Yogi Berra
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Warning: Backdoor Attacks
Most security devices and systems can
be compromised by having a few
seconds of access to them at the factory,
during shipment, while they sit on the
loading dock, or prior to installation.

Every wall is a door.
-- Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882)
We often get in quicker by the back door than by the front.
-- Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821)

Tags & Seals
 Consumer Tamper-Evident
Packaging is easy for anyone
to spoof.

On a bag of Fritos: “You could be
a winner! No purchase necessary.
Details inside.”

 Tamper-Indicating Seals are easy to spoof.
(Including high-tech electronic seals.)
 Product Anti-Counterfeiting Tags
are easy to counterfeit.
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Terminology
lock: a device to delay, complicate,
and/or discourage unauthorized entry.
seal: a tamper-indicating device (TID)
designed to leave non-erasable, unambiguous evidence of unauthorized entry or
tampering. Unlike locks, seals are not
necessarily meant to resist access, just record
that it took place.
barrier seal: part lock & part seal.

Tags & Seals
Tags: Uniquely identify an
object or container
Seals: Detect tampering or
unauthorized access

Some of the 5000+ commercial seals

Applications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

customs
cargo security
counter-terrorism
counter-espionage
banking & couriers
drug accountability
records & ballot integrity
nuclear non-proliferation
evidence chain of custody
weapons & ammo security
tamper-evident packaging
anti-product counterfeiting
protecting medical sterilization
protecting instrument calibration
waste management & hazardous
materials accountability
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Tamper-Evident Packaging

Problems with Consumer
Tamper-Evident Packaging
• Mostly about Displacement, Due Diligence,
Compliance, & Reducing Jury Awards--not effective
Tamper Detection
• No meaningful FDA Definitions, Standards, Guidelines,
or Tests
• Consumers lack sufficient information to use properly
• If the seal is removed, the consumer may not
realize a seal originally existed.
“Do not eat if seal is missing.”
-- actual printing on said seal
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Problems with Consumer
Tamper-Evident Packaging (con’t)

• What is the seal supposed to look like?
• Euphemisms (e.g., “freshness seal”) & manufacturer
obscurations
• Relatively unimaginative, cost-driven designs
• Few useful vulnerability assessments
• Not proactive to the threat
It had only one fault. It was kind of lousy.
-- James Thurber (1894-1961)

Poor Labeling of TEP
The consumer may open the other
end, where there is no warning.

The only alert is on the seal.

Tampering warnings not
highlighted: buried in
the text.

Incorrectly claims the
TE packing “resists
tampering”!

Printed on the side, where
the consumer may not see it.
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Terminology

(con’t)

defeating a seal: opening a seal, then
resealing (using the original seal or a
counterfeit) without being detected.
attacking a seal: undertaking a sequence
of actions designed to defeat it.
Defeating seals is mostly about fooling people,
not beating hardware (unlike defeating locks,
safes, or vaults)!

A Seal is Not a Lock!

(Yanking a seal off a
container is not
defeating it, because it
will be noted at the
time of inspection that
the seal is damaged or
missing.)
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Terminology to Avoid
“Tamper-Proof” seal: No such thing. Unprovable
even if there were. Silly, because a seal that can’t show
tampering is of no use. The correct term is “tamperindicating” seal.
“Tamper-Resistant” or antipilferage seal : Locks
resist tampering & pilferage, not seals. Seals record that
trespassing took place.
“Security” seal: Not a good substitute for the term
“barrier seal” because all seals do tamper detection,
which is a security function.

Seals Vulnerability Assessment
We studied 244 different seals in detail:
• government & commercial
• mechanical & electronic
• low-tech through high-tech
• cost varies by a factor of 10,000
Over half are in use for critical applications,
and ~19% play a role in nuclear safeguards.
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Percent of Seals That Can Be Defeated
in Less Than a Given Amount of Time

High Tech Isn’t Automatically Better
393 attacks

Linear LS fit
r = 0.10
Slope = 270 msec/$

Linear LS fit
r = 0.19
Slope = 170 msec/tech level
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Results for 244 Different Seal Designs
parameter

mean

median

attack time

1.4 mins

43 secs

cost of tools & supplies

$78

$5

marginal cost
of attack

62¢

9¢

time to devise
successful attack

2.3 hrs

12 mins

The Good News
Simple countermeasures usually exist,
but require:
 understanding the seal vulnerabilities
 looking for likely attacks
 having seen examples
Countermeasures

393 attacks
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The Good News (con’t)
• But better seals are also possible!
conventional seals:
They must store the fact that tampering has been
detected until the seal can be inspected. But this
‘alarm condition’ can be easily hidden or erased, or
eliminated by making a fresh counterfeit seal.
anti-evidence seals:
At the start, when the seal is first installed, store
information that tampering hasn’t yet been detected.
Erase this ‘anti-evidence’ when tampering is
detected. This leaves nothing for an adversary
to hide, erase, or counterfeit!

20+ New LANL “Anti-Evidence” Seals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

better security
no hasp required
no tools to install or remove seal
100% reusable, even if mechanical
the seal can go inside the container
can monitor volumes or areas, not just portals
can automatically verify the seal inspector
actually checked the seal (“anti-gundecking”)
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Why do we lock or seal the handle
when it is the locking rod we care about?

Access Control
Most access control (AC) systems
are easy to tamper with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

power
software
hardware
database
microprocessor
communications
counterfeiting
backdoor attacks
door lock or turnstile

I do not care to belong to a club
that accepts people like me as
members.
-- Groucho Marx (1890-1977)
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Access Control

(con’t)

A tamper switch is the
same thing as no tamper
detection at all!

Serious thought needs to be
given to the case.

Warning: Supervised Access Control

Guards supervising access control
systems can usually be distracted.
They often don’t know what an
attack on the AC system looks
like.
Security Guard: “Don’t make me take off
my sunglasses!” -- Bringing Out the Dead (1999)
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Counterfeiting AC Devices
Question: Is that really your access control device,
or is it a counterfeit or a tampered version?
(…perhaps one that lets anybody in, with
occasional random false rejects to look realistic.)
• Maintain a secure chain of custody, right from the factory.
• Check at random, unpredictable times with random,
unpredictable people that the unauthorized are rejected.
I was the kid next door’s imaginary friend.
-- Emo Philips

Biometrics
biometric: an intrinsic biological feature (security
tag) used to identify people, or verify their identity.
Examples include:
• height, weight, eye color

• hand geometry

• 2D & 3D face geometry

• fingerprints

• voice recognition

• retina or iris

• ear morphology

• body odor

• blood type

• DNA
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Warning: Biometrics
 Current Biometric Access Control Devices are easy to
spoof by:
- “counterfeiting” the biometric (easy)
or
- attacking the hardware (very easy)

 Beware of bogus biometric performance specs:
For example, if N = the number of bits in the biometric signature,
then 2-N is NOT:
• the probability of two people having the same signature
• the Type 2 (false accept) error rate

Warning: Data Encryption/Authentication

• Intended for public communication
between two secure points.
• Provides reliable security if and only if
the sender and the receiver are physically
secure. (Usually not the case!)

The security of a cipher lies less with the cleverness of the
inventor than with the stupidity of the men who are using it.
-- Waldemar Werther
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Polygraphs
National Academy of Sciences $860,000 study:
“The Polygraph and Lie Detection” (October 2002)
http://www.nap.edu/books/0309084369/html/
Some Conclusions:
“Polygraph test accuracy may be degraded by countermeasures…”
“…overconfidence in the polygraph—a belief in its accuracy that goes
beyond what is justified by the evidence—…presents a danger to national
security…”
“Its accuracy in distinguishing actual or potential security violators from
innocent test takers is insufficient to justify reliance on its use in employee
security screening…”

Warning: Multiple Layers of Security
(“Security in Depth”)
 Multiple layers of bad security do not add up to
good security.
 Tends to be a cop-out to avoid improving
security.
 Leads to complacency.
 Some layers may not counter the insider threat.
Example: fences.
 Some layers are not backups for others.
Example: tamper-indicating seals & fences.
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VAs vs AVAs
vulnerability assessment (VA):
discovering and demonstrating ways to defeat a
security device, system, or program. Should
include suggesting counter-measures and security
He that wrestles with us strengthens
improvements.

our skill. Our antagonist is our helper.
-- Edmund Burke (1729-1797)

adversarial vulnerability assessment (AVA):
doing a more effective VA from first principles by
truly wanting to find security problems, by thinking
like the bad guys, and by letting them (not the good
guys) define the security issues.

Fault Finders: They find problems
because they want to find problems!

•
•
•
•
•

bad guys
hackers
movie critics
peer reviewers
mothers-in-law

“Two mothers-in-law.”
-- Lord John Russell (1832-1900), on being asked what
he would consider proper punishment for bigamy.
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Effective Brainstorming is the Key!

You must be more creative and
imaginative than your adversaries!
They only need to stumble upon one
vulnerability, but you have to worry
about all of them!
Sanity is a one trick pony--all you have is rational thought.
But when you're good and loony, the sky's the limit!
-- The Tick

Summary
It’s not that high technology has no place in security. It does.
But high tech is not a silver bullet, nor can it be applied
mindlessly & uncritically (any more than low technology can.)
Vulnerabilities & Limitations must be understood!
Avoid wishful thinking, and
don’t believe every
unsubstantiated claim!

The only security is the constant practice
of critical thinking.
-- William Graham Sumner (1840-1910)
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The LANL
Vulnerability Assessment Team
We have a CD containing
related papers & reports.
You can request a copy at
rogerj@lanl.gov

Roger Johnston, Ph.D., CPP, Ron Martinez, Leon Lopez,
Sonia Trujillo, Adam Pacheco, Anthony Garcia,
Jon Warner, Ph.D., Alicia Herrera, Eddie Bitzer, M.A.

http://pearl1.lanl.gov/seals

If you look for truth, you may find
comfort in the end; if you look for
comfort you will get neither…only
soft soap and wishful thinking to
begin, and in the end, despair.
-- C.S. Lewis (1898-1963)
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